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The role played by point defects in the ��3��3�⇔ �3�3� phase transition that takes place in the 1/3
monolayer-Pb/Si�111� system has been investigated by means of variable temperature scanning tunneling
microscopy. In this system, it has been possible to grow exceptionally large defect-free regions coexisting with
more defective ones. These defective regions have between 2% and 5% of point defects, which are mainly
substitutional Si adatoms. Our experiments show that the point defects produce a local perturbation of the
surface, but discard them as the fundamental driving force of the phase transition. By tracking exactly the same
surface regions with atomic resolution while varying the sample temperature from 40 to 200 K, we have
observed that substitutional point defects are not mobile throughout the phase transition and our statistical
analysis of the STM images reveals that they are randomly placed from 40 K to room temperature.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The ability to probe the solid surfaces in real space with
atomic resolution has recently opened a unique opportunity
to deepen our understanding of the physical basis of two-
dimensional phase transitions. The particular character of
phase transitions in this reduced dimensionality makes them
one of the most interesting topics in condensed matter phys-
ics. One of the fundamental questions is the role of the ubiq-
uitous defects, which are expected to have a more significant
influence than in the three-dimensional case. This general
question is particularly relevant to the ��3��3�R30° ⇔ �3
�3� reversible phase transition that takes place in the family
of systems formed by the adsorption of 1 /3 monolayer �ML�
Pb or Sn on Ge�111� and 1/3 ML Pb on Si�111� surfaces,1–3

where, in spite of the extensive experimental and theoretical
work performed,1–17 the role played by defects is still a
widely debated subject.5,8,15,18–20

At room temperature �RT�, these isovalent systems
present a surface with a ��3��3�R30° �referred to as �3 in
the following� periodicity, which evolves to �3�3� at low
temperature �LT�. The study of this temperature-mediated
phase transition has been faced with many different experi-
mental and theoretical approaches, but its origin and the
physical mechanisms responsible for it are still controversial
�very recently, even the widely accepted belief that the
ground state at the lowest temperatures was the �3�3� phase
has been challenged by some authors for the 1/3 ML Pb and
Sn on Ge�111� systems15,20,21�. One of the main difficulties
when investigating the �3⇔ �3�3� phase transition arises
from the presence of point defects. Usually these surfaces
possess, at least, between 2% and 5% of point defects,8

which are mainly substitutional substrate atoms, that strongly
affect the behavior of the phase transition. In the present
work, in order to avoid the presence of these point defects
and also to understand the role played by them in the
�3⇔ �3�3� phase transition, our system of choice has been
the Pb/Si�111� interface, where we have been able to grow
very large defect-free regions that coexist with more defec-
tive ones.3 This special morphology of our surfaces has al-
lowed us to discern between the intrinsic character of the

phase transition and the influence of the substitutional de-
fects on it. Measuring bias voltage dependent scanning tun-
neling microscopy �STM� images, we have identified the na-
ture of point defects, studied the local perturbation generated
from the point defects, and finally, investigated the possible
existence of the motion of these defects in the vicinity of the
phase transition due to a defect-defect interaction with the
�3�3� periodicity.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The experiments were carried out in an ultrahigh vacuum
�UHV� system whose base pressure is below 5�10−11 Torr.
The system is equipped with a homemade ultrastable vari-
able temperature STM �VT-STM�, which allows imaging at
sample temperatures in the range of 40–400 K,22,23 low-
energy electron diffraction �LEED�, Auger electron spectros-
copy, sample and STM tip transfer and heating capabilities, a
STM tip cleaning system by field emission, several inter-
changeable evaporation cells, a quartz crystal microbalance,
and an ion gun for sample cleaning purposes.

In order to obtain large defect-free regions, it was neces-
sary to prepare the samples in a very careful way. Our
sample preparation method consisted in depositing at
RT�1 ML Pb on top of a clean Si�111�-7�7 surface, ob-
tained by flashing the sample at �1150 °C followed by a
slow cooling down to RT. Subsequently, Pb was desorbed by
annealing the sample at �450 °C �Ref. 24� for several min-
utes until a final coverage of �0.6–0.7 ML Pb was obtained.
Then, LEED was always performed to check the sample
state. We were able to associate the desired surface morphol-
ogy with a very specific LEED pattern, in which the spots
corresponding to the �3 periodicity have a very weak inten-
sity �see Fig. 1�. Thus, only if the LEED pattern was the
appropriate one will the sample be transferred to the STM,
where it was slowly cooled down to the desired temperature.
This preparation procedure leads to the formation of surfaces
presenting at LT a coexistence of ��7��3�-Pb islands with
�3�3�-Pb domains.10,25 The ��7��3�-Pb phase is stable up
to temperatures of 250 K, where it experiences a different
phase transition.26,27
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Description of the „
�3Ã�3…Ù „3Ã3… phase transition in

the Pb/Si„111… system

In this work, our experiments have been focused on the
1/3 ML Pb/Si�111� phase. It has been reported that this
phase experiences a second-order structural phase transition
from a �3 symmetry at RT to a �3�3� at Tc�86 K.3 STM

images obtained above Tc show, at both polarities, an appar-
ently flat surface where all the lead atoms appear equivalent
and arranged in a �3 hexagonal lattice �Figs. 2�c� and 2�e��.
At LT while occupied state STM images show a corrugated
surface where one out of three lead atoms of the unit cell
appears brighter and arranged in a hexagonal �3�3� lattice
�Fig. 2�d��, empty state STM images also show a corrugated
surface but with the lead atoms’ intensity inverted, i.e., the
Pb atoms which appeared brighter in occupied state images
now appear darker. Thus, what is observed in empty state
STM images is a honeycomb lattice with �3�3� periodicity
�Fig. 2�f��.

“True variable” temperature STM experiments, performed
previously by us,3 have shown the reversible character of this
phase transition and have been able to determine a critical
temperature Tc�86 K for the large defect-free regions.
Moreover, first-principles density-functional theory calcula-
tion has shown that the presence of a surface soft phonon is
associated with the phase transition3 in a similar way to that
shown for the Sn/Ge�111� system:9,13,28 above Tc, the system
is oscillating in a correlated manner �i.e., maintaining locally
a �3�3� periodicity� with Pb atoms displaying large vertical
displacement of �0.3 Å. The time scale of this dynamical
fluctuation is approximately in picoseconds and the STM,
which occurs in a time scale of approximately microseconds,
measures an average of this oscillation and thus observes all

FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� and �b� Schematic atomic models for the �3 and �3�3� phases, respectively. �c�–�f� 4.0�4.0 nm2 filled and
empty-stated STM images simultaneously measured in the 1/3 ML Pb/Si�111� system. Above Tc, both filled �c� and empty �e� state STM
images show a flat surface with a �3 symmetry. Below Tc, one out of three Pb atoms becomes inequivalent and appears brighter �darker� in
filled �d� �empty �f�� state STM images compared to the other two Pb atoms of the unit cell. The STM sample voltages, tunneling currents,
and measurement temperatures are �c� −0.5 V, 10 nA, 110 K; �e� +0.5 V, 10 nA, 110 K; �d� −0.5 V, 0.2 nA, 40 K; and �f� +0.5 V, 0.2 nA,
40 K.

FIG. 1. LEED patterns measured at RT in the Pb/Si�111� sys-
tem. �a� LEED pattern corresponding to a sample with �0.6–0.7
ML Pb coverage. These samples present the desired large defect-
free regions. The key point is the very weak intensity of the �3
symmetry peaks �the position of one �3 peak is outlined by a
circle�. �b� LEED pattern characteristic of a sample with �1/3 ML
Pb coverage. The �3 regions of such samples have a higher Si
defect density compared to �3 regions in �a�. �c� LEED pattern
corresponding to a sample with �1/6 ML Pb coverage. These sur-
faces present a mosaic phase ��50% of substitutional Si adatoms�.
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the Pb atoms as equivalent with a �3 symmetry. At LT this
soft mode freezes in the �3�3� structure. Our recent STM
experiments performed at 10 K �Ref. 15� have shown that
this �3�3� symmetry is maintained even at such low tem-
peratures, demonstrating that the ground state for the 1/3
ML Pb/Si�111� system at the lowest temperatures is the
�3�3� phase.

B. Morphology of the 1/3 ML Pb/Si„111… surface: Large
defect-free regions and point defect characterization

The existence of defects on real surfaces is unavoidable
and the systems where the �3⇔ �3�3� phase transition
takes place are not an exception. In previous works, it has
been reported that even in the most favorable cases these
surfaces possess between 2% and 5% of point defects.8 The
role played by these defects in the phase transition is contro-
versial, and they have even been considered as responsible
for its existence.6,8,18 In any case, it is clear that the presence
of these point defects blurs the intrinsic character of the
phase transition. In the Pb/Si�111� system, using the sample
preparation procedure described above, we have been able to
grow very large defect-free regions that have allowed us to
detect the intrinsic character of the phase transition.3 These
defect-free regions can be as large as 400 nm2, which is 1
order of magnitude larger than any other defect-free region
previously reported in the literature for these types of sys-
tems. One example of these extremely large defect-free re-
gions is presented in Fig. 3, in which a 20�20 nm2 com-
pletely defect-free domain can be observed.

Together with these perfect regions, our Pb/Si�111� sur-
faces are also composed of more defective ones. In these
defective regions, the amount of point defects can vary de-
pending on the final coverage of the sample �given by the
annealing time� or the annealing temperature. However,
when the surface presents large defect-free regions such as
the one shown in Fig. 3, the amount of point defects in the
defective regions is between 2% and 5%. By means of bias
voltage dependent STM images, two types of point defects

have been identified: substitutional Si adatoms, which ac-
count for 90% of the defects, and vacancies, which represent
the remaining 10%. The appearance of substitutional Si de-
fects displays a strong bias voltage dependency, whereas the
appearance of vacancies remains almost the same when
changing the bias voltage. In occupied state STM images,
both the substitutional Si adatoms and vacancies are seen as
dark depressions. When measuring empty state STM images,
a different scenario is found: while vacancies are still ob-
served as dark depressions, substitutional Si adatoms show
similar height compared to Pb adatoms. This can be clearly
observed in Figs. 4�a� and 4�b�, where two STM images
simultaneously measured at −1.5 V �a� and +1.5 V �b� are
shown. Together with these STM images, line profiles along
the two different types of point defects have been plotted in
Figs. 4�c� and 4�d�. In these line profiles, it is easily observed
that the relative height between vacancies and Pb adatoms
remains almost unchanged when varying the bias voltage �c�
and how the relative height between substitutional Si ada-
toms and Pb adatoms becomes similar in empty state images
�d�. Moreover, as will be discussed later, in occupied states
brighter Pb adatoms surrounding substitutional Si defects are
detected.

The identification performed about the nature of the two
types of point defects is confirmed due to the fact that only
the amount of substitutional Si defects is increased when
increasing the annealing time, up to a point in which the

FIG. 3. �Color online� 400 nm2 STM image showing a com-
pletely defect-free region in the 1/3 ML Pb/Si�111� system. The
image was measured at 40 K, at a sample bias of −1.5 V, and a
tunnel current of 0.1 nA.

FIG. 4. �Color online� �a� and �b� 7.0�7.0 nm2 filled and empty
state STM images simultaneously measured at RT in a defective
region of the 1/3 ML Pb/Si�111� system. While in the filled state
STM image �a� all the point defects appear as dark depressions
compared to Pb adatoms, in the empty state STM image �b� only
one of them, which corresponds to a vacancy, remains dark as in �a�
and the others, which are substitutional Si adatoms, became similar
in height compared to the Pb adatoms. �c� and �d� Line profiles
along the vacancy �c� and along one of the substitutional Si adatoms
�d�. Sample voltages and tunnel currents are −1.5 V, 0.2 nA �a� and
+1.5 V, 0.2 nA �b�.
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density of Si defects is so high that the mosaic phase is
formed. The behavior of the bias voltage dependent STM
images in the Pb/Si�111� mosaic phase has been previously
reported29 and it is in good agreement with the one shown
here.

C. Local perturbation generated from point defects

As stated above, the vast majority of the point defects
existent in the Pb/Si�111� surface are substitutional Si ada-
toms, therefore we have focused on the role played by these
defects on the �3⇔ �3�3� phase transition. In STM images
it can be seen that the presence of substitutional Si adatoms
locally modifies the surface. This local perturbation induced
by the Si defects can be associated with the existence of the
underlying �3⇔ �3�3� phase transition. In the isovalent
Sn/Ge�111� system, substitutional defects also create a local
perturbation of the surface. For the Sn/Ge�111� system, Me-
lechko et al.5,8,18 have reported that substitutional defects
generate an exponentially attenuated modulation with the
�3�3� symmetry characterized by a decay length which was
temperature dependent. The extent of these modulations in-
creased when decreasing the temperature, and they found
that the inverse of the decay length was linear with tempera-
ture. Thus, they proposed that the critical temperature for a
defect-free surface would come from the extrapolation of the
inverse of this decay length to zero �70 K for the
Sn/Ge�111� case� and that the critical temperature experi-
mentally observed was given by the average distance be-
tween defects. They also suggest that this analysis could re-
main valid for other systems where the �3⇔ �3�3� phase
transition took place.

In the Pb/Si�111� surface, the extent of the perturbation
originated from the defects is much shorter than in the
Sn/Ge�111� one. As can be observed in Figs. 5�a� and 5�b�,
where two STM images measured at RT in the Pb/Si�111�
�a� and Sn/Ge�111� �b� systems are shown, the extent of the
modulations produced by the presence of defects is much

shorter in the Pb/Si�111� case. While at RT in the
Pb/Si�111� surface only first neighbors are affected by the
presence of the defects �Fig. 5�a��, in the Sn/Ge�111� case
even at RT �i.e., more than 200 K above Tc� large �3�3�
regions stabilized by the presence of the defects can be ob-
served �Fig. 5�b��. Moreover, in the Pb/Si�111� system, the
temperature dependence of the extent of the perturbations is
much smaller than in the Sn/Ge�111� case and, even at
110 K �i.e., only �25 K above Tc�, the extent of the pertur-
bations originated from defects observed in Pb/Si�111� STM
images is shorter than the one found at RT for the
Sn/Ge�111� system.30

D. Immobility of point defects from 40 to 300 K

The last point addressed in this work has been the pos-
sible existence of a motion of the point defects in the vicinity
of the �3⇔ �3�3� phase transition. The mobility of substi-
tutional point defects at temperatures near the critical tem-
perature for the �3⇔ �3�3� phase transition is quite a con-
troversial issue. For the 1/3 ML Sn/Ge�111� system, the
existence of a large long-range interaction between defects
with the �3�3� symmetry that forces the substitutional de-
fects to move from the random distribution they present at
RT to the alignment onto one honeycomb sublattice with the
�3�3� symmetry found at LT has been reported.5,8,18 In this
way, at LT, substitutional Ge defects were found to preferen-
tially replace Sndown adatoms and almost none of them were
found in the sites corresponding to Snup adatoms �down and
up subscripts correspond to dark and bright adatoms in filled
state STM images, respectively�. In order to detect the mo-
tion of point defects, these authors performed a complex sta-
tistical analysis of STM images measured at different
temperatures.8 It is important to stress that STM images ana-
lyzed at different temperatures corresponded to different re-
gions and possibly to different samples. For the Pb/Ge�111�
system, it has also been reported20 that defects should move
when the �3⇔ �3�3� phase transition takes place and also
that a second motion of defects should occur when the tem-
perature is further lowered and a hypothetical different phase
transition occurs. However, this latter possibility has already
been ruled out by our recent results15 and the statement that
the defects moved throughout the �3⇔ �3�3� phase transi-
tion was not based on a statistical analysis such as for the
Sn/Ge�111� case.31

In order to investigate a hypothetical motion of the point
defects in the Pb/Si�111� system, we have taken advantage
of our ability to vary the sample temperature while tracking
the same surface region with atomic resolution.3,15 We have
followed the evolution of the defective regions in a tempera-
ture range which extends from temperatures well below Tc to
temperatures well above it, more exactly from 40 to 200 K.
To avoid quenching effects, the temperature variation rate
has always been slower than 0.3 K/min �which is much
slower than the 4 K/min rate used for the Sn/Ge�111�
system8�. We have never detected any motion of the point
defects in any of the experiments that we have performed. As
an example, several pairs of STM images measured on ex-

FIG. 5. �Color online� RT STM images of the Pb/Si�111� �a�
and Sn/Ge�111� �b� systems. It can be observed that the extent of
the perturbations originated from defects is much shorter in the
Pb/Si�111� surface. The STM image sizes, sample voltages, and
tunnel currents are 11�11 nm2, −1.5 V, and 0.2 nA for both �a�
and �b�.
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actly the same regions at 40 and 200 K are shown in Fig. 6.
As can be observed, none of the point defects has varied its
position in such a large temperature range. These experi-
ments demonstrate that point defects are not mobile between
40 and 200 K. However, one could question whether the
defects could have moved at higher temperatures or even
whether the defects are already ordered with the �3�3� pe-
riodicity at RT. In order to check this, we have investigated
the correlation between the position of the defects following
the statistical analysis performed by Melechko et al.8 We
have analyzed STM images32 measured at RT and at 40 K,
and we have found that Si defects are randomly placed both
at RT and at 40 K. To perform the statistical analysis, we
have chosen a sampling area of 8�8 nm2 that we have used
to randomly sample the surface. In Fig. 7 we have plotted the
defect distributions obtained for the Pb/Si�111� system at RT
�a�, at 40 K �c�, and for a simulation in which the Si defects
have been placed in a random way �b�. These defect distri-
butions correspond to the probability of finding a certain
amount of Si defects replacing Pbup adatoms.33 There exist
three possible �3�3� sublattices that can be generated from

the original �3 lattice. In the statistical analysis, Pbup adatom
sites correspond to the �3�3� sublattice, which has less de-
fects. Therefore, the amount of Si defects replacing Pbup ada-
toms is always �33%. We have represented the data group-
ing them into six bins, each of the bins corresponding to a
range of 33/6% �5.5%. As can be observed, the distribu-
tions obtained for both RT and 40 K are perfectly compatible
with the simulated distribution for Si defects in random po-
sitions. The value of the first bin of the distributions is espe-
cially relevant. It is defined as the correlation probability
�Pc� and it has the meaning of being the percentage of sam-
pling areas of the surface for which almost none ��5.5% � of
the Si defects are replacing Pbup adatoms or, equivalently, the
percentage of sampling areas with almost all Si defects ar-
ranged into a honeycomb lattice with the �3�3� periodicity.
Therefore, a low Pc value corresponds to randomly placed
defects, while a high Pc value corresponds to defects aligned
with the �3�3� periodicity. This correlation probability was
the parameter used by Melechko et al. to detect the motion
of point defects in the Sn/Ge�111� system:5,8,18 a Pc�10%
value was found for the RT distribution and a different
Pc�50% value was found for the low-temperature �50 K�
distribution. In the present case, for both the RT and 40 K
distributions, this correlation probability is almost negligible,
which means that defects are not ordered with the �3�3�
periodicity in the whole temperature range. Therefore, all the
results presented here confirm that in the Pb/Si�111� system
point defects are immobile and randomly placed from RT to
40 K.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

By means of variable temperature STM experiments, the
role played by substitutional point defects in the �3⇔ �3
�3� phase transition that take place in the Pb/Si�111� sys-
tem has been investigated. It has been shown that it is pos-
sible to grow extremely large defect-free regions which co-
exist with more defective ones. The point defects existent in
the defective regions have been characterized, finding that
most of them ��90% � are substitutional Si adatoms. The

FIG. 7. �Color online� Defect distributions showing the probability of finding a certain amount of Si defects in �3�3� Pbup adatom sites.
�a� and �c� Results for the analysis of STM images measured at 300 K �a� and 40 K �c�. �b� Distribution obtained from a simulated �3
surface with randomly placed defects. The first bin of each distribution, marked with an arrow, corresponds to the correlation probability Pc

�see text�.

FIG. 6. �Color online� Several pairs of STM images showing
exactly the same defective regions of the sample at 40 and 200 K.
None of the point defects modifies its position while varying the
temperature in such a large range. All the images are measured at a
sample voltage of −1.5 V and at a tunnel current of 0.1 nA.
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perturbation generated by the Si defects is more localized
and has a less noticeable temperature dependence compared
to the Sn/Ge�111� system. Finally, we have demonstrated
that point defects are immobile and randomly distributed
from 40 K to RT.
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